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The compression is shown upon a pressure-volume diagram, Fig. 264, b. Progress along the vertical axis from B toward E corresponds to the downward movement of the hammer. Vertical ordinates therefore represent space, 5, moved through by the hammer; or, since 5-4 = volume displaced by the piston, the vertical ordinates may also represent volumes. EF represents
V2 the volume F2 of the clearance space, or -t-, the piston movement
which corresponds to the clearance. Horizontal ordinates measured from BF represent absolute pressures per square inch. Let pi represent the absolute boiler pressure represented by DK. TN is the line of atmospheric pressure. During the lifting of the hammer the upper surface of the piston is exposed to atmospheric pressure and the lower surface is exposed to pressure just suffi-
W
cient to raise the hammer, = —     The work of lifting is represented
A
by the area NTHG. This work equals the energy, Wl, which the hammer must give out in some way before reaching the anvil again. When the pistoa has fallen to some point, as D, steam may be let in below it at boiler pressure, DK. The advancing piston will compress this steam, and KM will be the compression curve.* The work of compression is represented by the area RKMN. If the compression is to absorb all the energy Wl, the area which represents the work of compression must equal the area which represents Wl. Hence area NTHG must equal RKMN; or, since the area RLGN is common to both, the area RTHL must equal the area LKMG. The point at which compression must begin in order to cause this equality may be found by trial. The greatest unit pressure reached by compression is. represented by EM, The greatest pressure, p.2, upon, the lower cylinder-head is represented by NM, since atmospheric pressure
* Assuming p V = constant.

